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O U R  S T O R Y
Verracoffee started as a project under a non-profit organization to 
repackage the products of the entrepreneurial poor and sell it to a 
higher-end market. However, the year 2020 became a pivotal year 
marked by a series of closed doors, with Covid-19 causing the entire 
world to go into lockdown. But God showed the founder a verse at the 
beginning of the year, and she has held on to this promise since:

Behold I will do a new thing
Now it shall spring forth
Shall you not perceive it?
I will even make a path in the wilderness
And rivers in the desert.

Isaiah 43:19

And indeed, there were doors that have been opened at the middle of 
the year. For out of this pandemic led to the founding of VerraCoffee. 
More doors were opened when we met several farmers and players in 
the Philippine coffee industry, old and new friends who were willing to be 
partners in bringing the coffee outside Philippine shores.

During the first year of VerraCoffee’s operations, the beans cultivated 
by local farmers here in the Philippines found their way to the Asia 
Pacific, then to the US, then Europe and the Middle East. The market is 
expanding as more Filipinos overseas are wanting a taste of home – the 
kind of coffee that they grew up with, and the coffee that can help their 
home country rise above ashes of what seemed to be a bleak situation.

A portion of the sales of VerraCoffee goes to the Eduk-Aksyon program 
of CCT’s Visions of Hope Foundation where VerraCoffee sponsors a 
tribal child’s education. This way, VerraCoffee is investing in the future 
generation who can potentially preserve the heritage of Filipino coffee 
while bringing it to new vistas, and hopefully, fulfill the vision of putting 
the Philippines back in the world coffee map.

PHILIPPINE COFFEE

Philippine Coffee is listed in the Ark of Taste international catalogue 
of endangered heritage foods by the Slow Food movement. 
A coffee producer since the mid-1800s, the Philippines is an 
archipelago made of more than 7,000 islands with varying climates, 
making it suitable to grow the different coffee varieties.

PHILIPPINE LIBERICA

The Liberica coffee comprises less than 2% of commercially 
produced coffee in the world. The Philippine Liberica, known as the 
heritage Barako, is an exotic coffee that has returned from the brink 
of extinction. The flavor is strong and smokey, with hints of spicy 
notes, so Filipinos call it “Barako” or “manly coffee.” Excelsa is part 
of the Liberica family but it is less rare, having 7% of the world’s total 
coffee production and is more fruity in taste than the Barako.

PHILIPPINE ARABICA

Some of the Philippine’s endangered arabica beans are planted 
in the mountain ranges of the Cordilleras. The arabica beans of 
the Cordilleras is elusive because there have never been large-
scale coffee plantations in the province. Mindanao coffee is slowly 
growing to be a leading coffee producer in the country. Although 
the Philippines is more known for its Barako and Cordillera coffees, 
there is a growing interest in Mindanao Coffee.

OUR WORK WITH THE FARMERS AND TRIBAL ROASTERS

We seek to transform communities, first by providing livelihood 
opportunities for farmers, and expanding their market by making 
their products available globally. We engage farmers who are 
respected in their own communities and are committed to 
producing high quality. In doing so, we hope to see them  become 
paragons in the industry, so that other farmers will look up to 
them, and that they can also be agents of change in their own 
communities.

Verra means “shall see” so we are #CoffeeWithAVision.

And what is our vision? It’s to see Philippine coffee make its mark in 
the world coffee map, to see our farmers flourish so that they can 
continue to preserve the heritage of Filipino coffee, and to empower 
the next generation so they can take on the legacy of high quality 
coffee that our farmers are now offering to the world.

10% of our profits go back to the community 
in form of education grants for tribal children.
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Specialty Peaberry Naturals

Coffee cherries usually have two beans, but peaberries have 
a single bean in one cherry, resulting in a rounder shape 
and sweeter, brighter and richer flavor. These peaberries are 
specialty grade and naturally-processed.

PREMIUM BARAKO LIBERICA
from Lipa, Batangas
Liberica beans are rare, almond-shaped coffee 
beans with an exceptional aroma—almost floral 
and fruity—yet with a full and smokey flavor.

Roast: Medium Dark
Process: Natural
Elevation: 310 MASL

SPECIALTY MOUNT APO ARABICA 
PEABERRIES
from Mount Apo, Davao Del Sur
Specialty grade peaberry beans planted on the 
foothills of the Philippines’ highest volcano. 
These beans have sweet, fruity, citrusy notes 
reminiscent of mangoes or pears.

Roast: Medium
Process: Natural
Elevation: 1300 MASL

FIRE-ROASTED BUKIDNON ARABICA
from Mt Kitanglad, Bukidnon 
Arabica beans planted by the Talaandig Tribe, 
roasted on Kawa over firewood by Bai Bolignàu, 
also known as Nanay Epang.

Roast: Dark
Process: Natural
Elevation: 1300 MASL

SPECIALTY BENGUET ARABICA PEABERRIES
from Atok, Benguet
Specialty grade peaberry beans planted in the 
Cordillera mountains in Northern Philippines. 
These beans have a sweet and nutty flavor 
profile and a remarkable aroma.

Roast: Medium
Process: Natural
Elevation: 1400 MASL

FIRE-ROASTED ATOK ARABICA
from Atok, Benguet
Arabica Beans planted and roasted on Kawa 
over firewood by backyard farmers — the 
lolos and lolas of Atok, Benguet.

Roast: Medium Dark
Process: Natural
Elevation: 1400 MASL

PREMIUM AMADEO EXCELSA
from Amadeo, Cavite
Excelsa beans are known to have a mysterious 
taste profile—dark but tart and fruity—that has 
intrigued coffee aficionados.

Roast: Dark
Process: Natural
Elevation: 350 MASL

PREMIUM SAGADA ARABICA
from Sagada, Mountain Province
Balanced in taste and aroma, Sagada arabica 
is less acidic than most arabica beans and is 
characterized with smooth, chocolatey notes.

Roast: Medium
Process: Washed
Elevation: 1500 MASL

PREMIUM BENGUET ARABICA
from Atok, Benguet
Benguet arabica has a distinct nutty aroma and 
a mild flavor that is a blend of nutty almond 
and chocolate-like flavors.

Roast: Medium
Process: Washed
Elevation: 1400 MASL

PREMIUM MOUNT APO ARABICA
from Mount Apo, Davao del Sur
Mount Apo arabica has a complex and 
intriguing flavor profile with fruity citrusy notes 
reminiscent of mangoes or pears.

Roast: Medium
Process: Natural
Elevation: 1300 MASL

PREMIUM SULTAN KUDARAT ARABICA
from the Daguma Mountains, Sultan Kudarat
This coffee from the Daguma mountains has a 
rich, full-bodied flavor with notes of caramel, 
roasted nuts and spices.

Roast: Medium
Process: Washed
Elevation: 1700 MASL

Premium Single Origin Coffee

We have a variety of premium coffee beans planted from different 
regions of the Philippines, each with its own flavor profile and 
aroma. 

Kawa Firewood-Roasted Coffee

Coffee roasted the traditional way -- on Kawa, a large pan, 
over firewood. We help indigenous tribal people and backyard 
farmers find a market for their products.

O U R  P R O D U C T S

SHOP NOW!
Just scan this QR code


